The di cult task of nding a fractal representation of an input shape is called the inverse problem of fractal geometry. Previous attempts at solving this problem have applied techniques from numerical minimization, heuristic search and image compression. The most appropriate domain from which to attack this problem is not numerical analysis nor signal processing, but model-based computer vision. Self-similar objects cause an existing computer vision algorithm called geometric hashing to malfunction. Similarity hashing capitalizes on this observation to not only detect a shape's morphological selfsimilarity but also nd the parameters of its self-transformations.
INTRODUCTION
Fractal geometry provides a representation powerful enough to model the high level of detail found in natural structures 18 . Linear fractals are shapes generated by recurrent iterated functions systems of a ne transformations, and are one of the most exible families of fractal representations.
The iterated function system 3 (IFS) represents an object by describing how t o m a k e i t o u t o f copies of itself. These copies are typically smaller as de ned by c o n tractivity. A transformation w : R n ! R n is contractive if and only if the images of any t wo points x y 2 R n become closer jjw(x) ; w(y)jj sjjx ; yjj (1) for some contractivity s < 1:
An IFS is a set of N transformations w i : R n ! R n : If an IFS consists only of contractions, then it represents a shape 23 15 
(For a set B its image under a contraction w is denoted w(B) = x2B w(x):) Hence, the IFS constructs A out of smaller possibly overlapping self-replicas w i (A):
The iterated function system thus provides a framework for designing detailed shapes, but the constraint that the shape be made out of small copies of the whole is too restrictive and disagrees with many forms found in nature. The recurrent iterated function system (RIFS) relaxes this restriction 4 . It represents an object by rst partitioning it into components, then describing how to make e a c h component out of smaller copies of components.
An RIFS is a set of N transformations w i : R n ! R n together with an N-vertex directed graph 
and these partitions are the unique non-empty bounded solutions to the system of equations
where hi ji denotes an edge from vertex i to vertex j: Hence, each partition element A j is made out of smaller copies of partition elements w j (A i ): Linear fractals have modeled the geometry of many natural botanical forms. They can generate the leaves of a maple tree 8 and the black spleenwort fern 5 , and synthesize highly-detailed forests, both as two-dimensional images 6 or three-dimensional objects 11 . The recurrent iterated function system is a very di cult model to work with. Changing their parameters causes continuous but highly non-intuitive c hanges in the resulting shape. Whereas other geometric representations, such as Bezier curves, non-uniform rational B-spline and constructive solid geometry, enjoy a v ariety o f tools for their manipulation and application to geometric design, very few tools exist for the recurrent iterated function system.
The success of linear fractals at producing realistic natural shapes currently depends on the intuition of a human modeler to see how a given shape may be constructed from smaller copies of itself (or how each part of a shape may be constructed from smaller copies of the parts). Discovering a recurrent iterated function system representation for a given shape is called the inverse problem of linear fractals, and an algorithmic method for its solution has become the holy grail of linear fractal research.
PREVIOUS WORK
The collage theorem was the rst solution to the inverse problem 5 . It bounded the accuracy of an IFS representation based on the accuracy of a \lazy tiling" of an object out of smaller copies of itself. Let B R n be an input shape. The collage theorem states that an IFS fw i g N i=1 produces an attractor A that represents the shape with an accuracy bounded by
where h(A B) is the Hausdor distance 2 between sets A and B and s is the minimum contractivity of the IFS maps. A similar result exists for the RIFS case 4 . The collage theorem indicates how w ell a linear fractal can model a shape but o ers no clue of how t o m a k e the linear fractal model of a given shape.
Many t e c hniques from numerical analysis and arti cial intelligence have been applied to solve the inverse problem. Many h a ve computed the moments of attractors, with a formula based on the parameters of the RIFS 7 , and attempted to solve the inverse problem by m a t c hing the moments of the linear fractal with the moments of the input shape. Analytic solutions for matching moments are only feasible in very simple examples, such as the twindragon curve 3 . Gradient s e a r c h minimizationsu ers from the numerous local minima o ver the IFS parameter space 22 . Genetic 21 and evolutionary 19 algorithms avoid local minima at the expense of numerous \generations" which c o n verge slowly, even in simple cases.
Di erentiating the parameters of an IFS with respect to the approximation error between a shape and an IFS attractor allows the application of Newton's method to minimize this error 24 . A s expected, convergence is rapid but highly sensitive to the initial set of IFS parameters.
Given an two-dimensional attractor whose IFS consists only of (non-uniform) scaling and translation transformations, a wavelet transform will reveal the two scaling coe cients, and moment techniques nd the translations 20 .
Given the xed points of a non-convex IFS attractor, an automatic collage algorithm can nd the best uniform scale and rotation (and solve for the necessary translation) 12 . H o wever, nding such xed points in an input image whose self-similarities all involved rotation (such a s t h e t win dragon) remains an open and di cult problem.
Signal processing researchers use a variation on the IFS theme to compress image data. The signal processing solution to the inverse problem imposes a ne and a coarse blockwise partitioning onto an input image, and for every ne block searches for a coarse block that could be transformed to resemble the ne block 16 9 . Since the blocks are small, and images usually contain a variety o f such blocks, good matches are always found, even for images portraying non-fractal objects.
That smaller blocks resemble larger blocks is as much due to coincidence as to any fractal structure in an image. Even though one can create a RIFS from the block coding structure used for fractal image compression 10 , the method still overlooks structure self-similarity b y imposing an arti cial block partitioning onto the shape. For example, this scheme would require the same number of blocks to partition a picture of a face and a picture of a tree, although the fractal structure of trees is more obvious than that of faces. While fractal block coding has produced a competitive alternative image compression scheme, it falls short of the original goal of the inverse problem: to reveal morphological self-similar structure.
MODEL-BASED COMPUTER VISION
Even though its solutions have t h us far come from a variety of elds, (numerical methods, heuristic search, signal processing), the inverse problem: \ nd the parameters of a linear fractal model that represents a given shape," falls directly in the domain of model-based computer vision.
A t ypical model-based computer vision technique is geometric hashing 17 Geometric hashing operates on a scene's feature p oints. For example, in a scene consisting of blocks, an edge-detection method identi es feature points at the intersections of edges. For such scenes, the feature points ideally indicate corners, but some corners may be occluded and feature points also occur when disjoint edges intersect in the projection.
Geometric hashing indexes every combination of four feature points A B C D by plotting the a ne invariant coordinates of D with respect to the ABC coordinate system. In this way, geometric hashing transforms its input image into a scatter plot, with the essential property t h a t a n y t wodimensional a ne distortion of the input image yields the same scatter plot. While perspective distortion is non-a ne, one assumes a small visual angle and objects that span only small sections of the image, such that the local e ects of perspective are negligible. Figure 1 illustrates the geometric hashing process. Geometric hashing performs model-based object recognition by rst creating a library of scatter plots of 2-D model images. Then, given a scene, geometric hashing forms the hypothesis that a model is in the scene if the model's scatter plot matches a subset of the scene's scatter plot.
A self-a ne shape consists of smaller, a ne copies of itself or its parts. Hence, a self-a ne scene contains a large proportion of four-point combinations that produce the same a ne-invariant coordinates, yielding a scatter plot with severe spikes. These spikes cause the geometric hashing method to malfunction , but also indicate the presence of morphological self-similarity in the input shape.
SIMILARITY HASHING
Whereas geometric hashing detects self-similarity, solving the inverse problem of fractal geometry requires further determination of the parameters of the self-similarity.
Like geometric hashing, similarity hashing operates on combinations of four feature points. More precisely, given n feature points, similarity hashing operates on the ; n 2 ; n;1 2 combinations of every pair of line segments AB and CD disregarding direction (i.e. AB BA).
The two line segments AB CDare related by t wo parameters: scale and orientation. The scale s : 0 < s 1 is the ratio of the lengths of the two line segments s = m i n jjCDjj jjABjj :
This was discovered serendipitously during an M.S. defense 14 . 
where 6 (AB) = tan ;1 yB;yA xB;xA : The parameters s describe the linear part of the similarity transformation that takes AB onto CD:Plotting the parameters s results in the same spikes that resulted from geometric hashing's invariant coordinates, but these spikes now occur at the parameters of the self-similarity. This technique is based on the hypothesis that the feature points were generated by a recurrent iterated function system. The RIFS attractor consists of partitions, and smaller copies of these partitions can be found in the attractor, as shown in Figure 2 . The success of this technique depends on the feature points. Speci cally, in order to detect self-similarity, similarity hashing requires the
An alternative understanding of similarity hashing is as a generalized Hough transform 1 . T h e Hough transform detects lines in a scene by taking pairs of pixels (feature points) and histogramming the slope and y-intercept of the line connecting them. Spikes in the histogram are evidence of the detection of a line in the scene. Similarity hashing is also a Hough transform, using the parameters of a similarity transformation instead of the parameters of a line.
RESULTS
Our current proof-of-concept implementation plots only the scaling and rotation parameters, ignoring translation. The feature points were generated in the best possible manner to prove the concept. Typically, the feature points were the xed points of one or all of the IFS maps, and their images under all combinations of up to four applications of the IFS maps.
The hash tables are plotted with disks whose area is proportional to the number of hash-table hits by the corresponding parameters. Disks are drawn only at coordinates that accumulate 0.003% or more of the plotted points. Following each hash table is a top ten list of the coordinates with the most hits. The rst experiment attempted to detect and identify the self-similarity of Sierpinski's gasket based on an equilateral arrangement of its three xed points. The highly organized arrangement o f the hash table (Figure 3 ) is not solely due to self-similarity but is instead an artifact of the strict, grid-like positioning of the feature points.
The self-similarity causes the spikes in the hash table. Spike #3 correctly determines the scaling and rotation of all three IFS maps. Spikes #4 and 5 are also correct scales and rotation parameters for a di erent IFS representation of the same shape. Spikes #1 and 2 appear to result from the equilateral symmetry of the xed points and the regular structure of the feature points, and spikes #6{10 appear to be echoes | compositions of transformations with more prominent spikes.
The second experiment arranges the xed points of Sierpinski's gasket into an isosceles arrange- (Figure 4 ) loses some of the structure present in its predecessor, but similar spikes remain. This simple change causes Spike #1 (with echo #7) to correctly determine the IFS scale and rotation parameters. Spikes #2 and 3 appear due to the bilateral symmetry of the isosceles arrangement of the xed points. Spike # 4 (and echo #10) seem to be due to an unavoidable coincidence of points.
The third experiment r e m o ves the bilateral symmetry of the previous experiment, by m o ving the second xed point t o ( 0 :6 1): Its hash table ( Figure 5 ) loses most of its structure and the top ten list shows a dramatic \signal-to-noise" improvement. As before, Spike #1 correctly determines the self-similarity parameters, and dominates the rest of the list, which consists of coincidences and echoes.
The fourth experiment tests the method to insure it is not detecting self-similarity that is not there. The circle is not self-a ne y , and this fact is demonstrated by lack of spikes in Figure 6 , and the uniformity of the distributions | the rst and last entries in this table di er by only 12 hits.
The fth experiment further tests the method by t r y i n g t o i d e n tify self-similarity in white noise. While white noise may h a ve certain statistical symmetries, as it is stationary and isotropic, spikes are absent from the hash table and the distribution of hash hits, as expected, appears random and uniformly low at 0.001%.
The lled-in square is not fractal but is self-similar. The lled-in square should generate only four feature points, but the sixth experiment represented such as square with an 11 11 grid of feature points to demonstrate the abilities of similarity hashing. The resulting hash table appears in Figure 7 . The obvious fractal representation of the square is an IFS whose four transformation each map the square to a unique quadrant. This IFS was identi ed as spike #3 in the top ten list (Table 7) . Similarity hashing found a better fractal representation of the square, noting that a rotation by 4 5 and a scale by p 2=2 lines up the grid points. This suggests the square be represented as two triangles, with an RIFS consisting of only three maps. The square can actually be represented y There is a measure-based IFS for a circle consisting of two maps. The rst transformation maps all points to a single point on the circle (with a high probability) and the second map is a rotation by an irrational angle (with a low probability). While the chaos game 2 will generate a circle from this IFS, the set-theoretic attractor for this shape is the whole plane. by an IFS of only two transformations, but the transformations must be a nities, and similarity hashing does not yet detect self-a nity.
The seventh experiment searches for the self-similarity o f t h e v on Koch s n o w ake c u r v e. The hash table (Figure 8 ) shows this shape to be self similar. The most obvious representation of the snow ake c u r v e is out of four smaller self-copies. However, like the previous example, the top ten list (Table 8) found a better representation using two smaller upside-down self-copies.
The eighth and nal experiment poses similarity hashing with the more natural shape of a tree (simulated by the residual of the base point f r o m a t wo-map IFS). The spikes in the hash table (Figure 9 ) show the tree to be self-similar, and the parameters of the self-similarity are correctly found as spikes #1 and 2 of the top ten list ( Table 9 ). The only other prominent s p i k e is #3, which appears to be a combination of the top two s p i k es.
CONCLUSION
While the performance of fractal image compression is competitive with other image compression algorithms, it is only a step toward a general solution to the inverse problem. The ability to detect and analyze an object's morphological self-similarity will greatly increase our understanding of the fractal structure of natural objects, and will allow us to produce better models of natural phenomena.
Eight experiments demonstrate the ability of similarity hashing at detecting morphological selfsimilarity, and producing the parameters of the self-similar transformation. While these experiments su ced as proof-of-concept, much further research remains. In particular, similarity hashing only hints at an RIFS representation. An additional algorithm must be developed to discern the appropriate spikes from the hash table, properly convert them into RIFS transformations, and connect them properly in the RIFS control digraph.
FUTURE RESEARCH
The current implementation operates at a very high resolution (500 500) and depends on the exact speci cation of feature points generated by the IFS. Relaxation, by l o wering the resolution and using a Gaussian distribution for each plotted hash-point, will likely overcome the expected noise from real world data. Similar techniques have inhibited noise problems in standard geometric hashing 13 .
The addition of the translation component of the transformation results in a four-dimensional hash table. The inclusion of translation is expected to diminish the severity o f e v ery spike, but should only minimally reduce the correct spikes while inhibiting the erroneous spikes.
We plan to extend this technique to two-dimensional a nities, resulting in a six-dimensional plot. Given an image of a tree, the application of a thinning algorithm will yield the tree's skeleton, replacing its branches with line segments. The feature points are then indicated by the intersection (branching) points of these line segments. Application of the a nity hashing technique to these feature points will identify morphological self-similarity in the tree's image.
The algorithmic extension of similarity hashing for three-dimensional application is trivial. However, input of three-dimensional natural data, such as a tree, will require more sophisticated computer vision techniques for feature extraction.
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